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Abstract

The rapid advance of information and communication technologies (ICT) has important impacts on teaching and learning, as well as on the educational assessment. Teachers may create assessments utilizing some developed assessment software or test authoring tools. However, problems could occur, such as neglecting key concepts in the curriculum or having disproportionate course topics distribution, when teachers create assessments or test items. This study proposes a novel approach, which uses knowledge map with appraisal of concept weights and other ICTs, and implements an assessment system KMAAS to help primary school teachers in Taiwan, or elsewhere, create educational assessments properly. When compiling an assessment, KMAAS ensures that teachers can include all important course concepts intended for assessing and maintain correct balance between course concepts among test items. It does so first by analyzing course material of the assessment range and displaying a concept-weight-annotated knowledge map which concretize and visualize the importance of and the relationships among concepts in the range. It then analyzes the test sheet which is being complied and displays another similar real-time updated knowledge map containing balance between course concepts among the test items. Teachers may cross-refer to these maps to help them adjust concept balances and even select appropriate test items from test banks. The system has been evaluated in both the accuracy of learning concepts extraction and the degree of user satisfaction, as measured by questionnaires given to the teachers who tested the system. The promising results confirm the feasibility of this system in helping teachers compile their educational assessments easily and precisely. Other results of the formative evaluations on techniques have been used to improve the system in order to make it more effective and efficient. The methodology and technologies KMAAS employed are all well developed and are domain independent, which makes it highly flexible to transfer to other course subject domain too.

1. Introduction

Computers and information technology have advanced rapidly in recent years, and computers are now widely used by educators to facilitate teaching and learning (Chou & Liu, 2005; Goodison, 2002). Computer technology allows for innovation in testing and assessment (Bonham, Beichner, Titus, & Martin, 2000) and significantly improves the assessment process for all stakeholders, including teachers, students and administrators (McDonald, 2002). Computerized testing has become a promising alternative to traditional paper-and-pencil measures, thanks to the rapidly decreasing cost of new computers with high processing speeds and large data storage capacities (Barak & Rafaeli, 2004). Much research has evaluated the systems or software tools designed for creating educational assessments and satisfying other test environments needs, such as assisting educators with the construction of assessments, providing data analysis tools for exercises or tests, helping to assess the performance of pupils at various levels, giving quick diagnostic feedback, allowing random item arrangement and improving the convenience and efficiency of computerized test administration (Conole & Warburton, 2005; Huang, Lin, & Cheng, 2009; Nuntiyagul, Naruedomkul, Cercone, & Wongswang, 2008).

Educational assessment is an essential aspect of teaching. Researchers have observed that teachers in schools spend more than 35% of their time on assessment and more than 10% of their time on assessment-driven instruction (Conca, Schechter, & Castle, 2004). Studies show...
that for teachers to be effective, they must possess the assessment literacy required to administer and construct proper assessments in their classroom (Mertler, 2004; Popham, 2006). Generating good assessments depends on both the subjective appropriateness of test items and on the way the assessment is constructed (Hwang, Chu, Yin, & Lin, 2008). Some research argues that in order to select appropriate test items, educators must consider multiple criteria, such as the expected time needed for answering the testing, the number of test items, the specified distribution of course concepts to be learned, and the expected degree of difficulty of the test (Chamoso & Ca’ceres, 2009).

Computer-assisted assessment tools have become increasingly indispensable to instructors in primary and secondary education (He & Tymms, 2005). In Taiwan, commercial testing systems and assessment software tools are developed by textbook publishers and made available for primary and secondary educational institutions. Most of these systems allow teachers to construct assessments by selecting test items from item banks, either manually or randomly. However, such manual or random test item selecting strategies are inefficient and are unable to meet multiple assessment requirements simultaneously (Yin, Chang, Hwang, Hwang, & Chan, 2006). When instructors create assessments in this way, they sometimes neglect key concepts in the curriculum or have disproportionate course topics distribution in test items.

Researchers have shown that providing overview supports by providing access to relevant information greatly help people make decisions, solve problems, and avoid disorientation problems (Edwards & Hardman, 1999; Thomas, 2009). Knowledge maps provide a graphical representation of the relationships among concepts. They make certain aspects of knowledge more easily understandable (Speel, Shadbolt, Vries, Dam, & O'harra, 1999), and also aid in the acquiring of explicit information or tacit knowledge, illustrating how knowledge flows throughout an organization (Grey, 1999). “Knowledge Maps” could outline where important gaps in received knowledge exist, and have been utilized in the formulation of recommendations in support of a series of related research projects and workshops. An individual knowledge map briefing sheets are meant to serve as quick snapshots of information in key areas related to the use of ICTs in education (Trucano, 2005). Some researchers, such as Pirnay-Dummer and Ifenthaler (2010), build “SMD Technology”, based on the theory of mental model and graph theory, use (a) graphical representations such as concept maps or (b) natural language expressions to analyze individual processes in persons solving complex problems at single quantitative measures and standardized representations for qualitative analysis and feedback.

In the sense that the knowledge map is a knowledge representation that reveals underlying relationships of the knowledge sources, using a map metaphor for spatial display. Knowledge maps can be used as primary reference for knowledge acquisition, adjunct aids to text processing or retrieval cues, which serve as scaffolds or supports to cognitive processing for they can reduce cognitive load, enhance representation of relationships among complex constructs, provide support for students whose verbal skills are weak, and serve as important props for communicating shared knowledge (O’Donnell, Dansereau, & Hall, 2002). Hence, it can save much effort with the outline of distribution by knowledge maps assisting; teachers can recall or comprehend more specified distribution of concepts weights when they catch from a knowledge map than when they stand on from textbooks and those teachers with new in-service often benefit the most. This study integrates knowledge maps into educational assessment systems. It builds a novel educational assessment system, called the Knowledge Map Assisted Assessment System (the KMAAS), which automatically constructs real-time updated knowledge maps with weight appraisal of concepts for creating effective assessments. The KMAAS harness a number of technologies like course concept extraction, knowledge maps, natural language processing, items categorization, and items retrieval. This study extract important “keywords” from textbooks, teaching materials, and test items and uses them as the “nodes” to represent learning concepts in knowledge maps. The “concept weights” are a set of importance values weighted within the curriculum. The terms which directly indicate course topics are considered to play a more important role in assessments (Song, Wenyin, Gu, Quan, & Hao, in press). They are given a higher weight, by multiplying their original weight with a coefficient larger than 1.

When compiling an assessment, teachers always intend to include important course concepts in the assessing and to maintain correct balance between course concepts among test items. Using most of the assessment authoring tools to date or pencils and papers, however, problems could occur, such as neglecting key concepts in the curriculum or having disproportionate course topics distribution, when teachers create assessments or test items. The KMAAS can ensure that these mistakes do not happen. Teachers can first use KMAAS to analyze course materials of the assessment range and display a concept-weight-annotated knowledge map which concretizes and visualizes importance of course concepts and the relationships among these concepts in the range. They then select test items from item banks or create their own test items in a test sheet. In the mean time, KMAAS analyzes the sheet being compiled and displays another real-time updated knowledge map to show the balance among course concepts in the test items. Teachers can cross-refer to these maps to help them adjust concept balances and select or create appropriate test items. In KKMAS, teachers can analyze and organize their collection of test items and assemble test items they want to use by comparing the weight appraisal of course concepts and their relationships on the knowledge maps. Moreover, they can generate exercises, assessments and tests, and then use the system to help adjust the balance of test items to match the course concept weights.

Although KMAAS was experimented in this study using a science course subject with its related items or assessments, it is not necessarily that KMAAS is confined to such a limited domain. The methodology and technologies KMAAS employed are all well developed and all domain independent. To transfer KMAAS to other subject course material, test items, and test sheets, would require no further labor work than download/upload and creating files.

The rest of this paper is divided into four sections. Section 2 is the literature review, briefly addressing the relation of concepts and test items and providing an overview of knowledge maps and test item categorization. Section 3 introduces the architecture of KMAAS and its component implementations. Section 4 provides a system evaluation and summarizes levels of teacher satisfaction with the system. Finally, conclusions in Section 5 are presented and suggestions are made for future research.

2. Literature review

Course concepts, knowledge maps, and test items categorization play an important role in this study. Researchers have been investing related technologies and have been getting various achievements.
2.1. Course concepts and assessment items

Some researchers argue that the notion of concept can be thought of as an atomic unit of knowledge (Chang, Chiu, Lin, & Heh, 2003). Integrated knowledge is created by forming connections among concepts (Hsu, Kuo, Chang, & Heh, 2002). Instruction in schools is intended to teach concepts (Novak, 1979). Each course unit is made up of a certain number of concepts, and each concept has its own size and its own special importance in the course material. In 2006, Agarwal, Edwards, & Perez-Quinone (2006) proposed that when selecting test items, some general principles should be followed. Each item should relate to a specific course concept so that a correct answer implies knowledge of that concept. Also, test items should cater to varied knowledge levels. A number of studies have been conducted related to course concepts and assessment questions. For example, Smith, Wood, and Knight (2008) designed an assessment tool recently to assess central course concepts in genetics and diagnose misconceptions or preconceptions. The created assessments were taken by more than 600 students at three institutions. This tool can be used by genetics instructors to measure students’ learning gains as well as to identify strengths and weaknesses in teaching approaches for specific concepts.  

Huang, Chen, Luo, Chen, and Chuang (2006) proposed to incorporate the intelligent diagnosis and assessment tool into an open software e-learning platform developed for programming language courses. This study applies the corresponding relation of the concepts and questions to explore the degree of student familiarization with the concepts, according to student’s assessment records. Their experiments were conducted in two introductory-undergraduate programming courses to examine the effectiveness of the proposed diagnosis and assessment tools. Also, Hwang, Tseng, and Hwang (2008) proposes a novel approach for constructing concept–effect relationships, diagnosing learning problems, and providing personalized learning suggestions for Science and Mathematics courses, based on students’ current test and historical assessment records. It has been shown that a clear and strong relationship exists between course concepts and test items. Thus, by determining concept weights for course materials and understanding the relationship between these course concepts and test items in advance can provide important information for supporting teachers when they construct educational assessments. It can also help teachers to know which concepts need further focus or remedial instruction.

2.2. Knowledge map

Many knowledge-representation methodologies have been devised to date for knowledge-based applications. These techniques provide a bridge between human knowledge and machine knowledge (Kim, Suh, & Hwang, 2003). The term graphic knowledge organizer, or knowledge representation tool, is commonly used to describe two-dimensional visual knowledge representations, which show relationships among concepts or processes by means of spatial positions, connecting lines, and intersecting figures (Ives & Hoy, 2003). Knowledge mapping is a method for representing knowledge, which expresses the knowledge structure of a particular theme in the form of a visualization or figure. It can also serve as a common framework or context for the purposes of knowledge sharing, decision-making and problem-solving (Rouse, Thomas, & Boff, 1998). Speel et al. (1999) define knowledge mapping as the process, methods and tools for analyzing knowledge areas in order to discover features or meaning and to visualize these in a comprehensive, transparent form, such that the complexes or implied-relevant features are clearly highlighted. Knowledge maps are created by transferring certain aspects of knowledge into a graphical format that is easy to understand. According to Grey (1999), the knowledge map is an aid in understanding the relationship between explicit information and tacit knowledge, illustrating how knowledge flows throughout the domain. A knowledge map portrays the sources, flows, constraints and terminations of knowledge within the domain. Prusak and Davenport (1998) note that developing a knowledge map involves locating important knowledge in the domain and then publishing some sort of list or picture that shows where to find it. Knowledge maps typically point to people as well as to documents and databases. They help people to understand the relationships between knowledge stores and knowledge dynamics (Grey, 1999). O’Donnell et al. (2002) report that knowledge maps can be used as primary sources for knowledge acquisition, aids for text processing, communication tools for organizing ideas, or retrieval cues. Knowledge maps serve as scaffolds or supports to cognitive processing because they can reduce cognitive load, enhance representation of relationships among complex constructs, provide multiple retrieval paths for accessing knowledge and serve as important props for communicating shared knowledge.

Many definitions of knowledge maps found in the descriptions of knowledge management or in essays are similar, but less specific. For instance, the terms mind maps, concept maps, reasoning maps, topic maps, or semantic networks and even ontology are commonly used in different fields to describe a common set of ideas, or concepts, connected by labeled links. Some researchers (Canas et al., 2003) assume that knowledge maps are synonymous with concept maps, (Novak & Gowin, 1984) which represent externalizing structures and ideas as node-link assemblies (Zumbach, 2009). Other scholars argue that knowledge maps can display complex relationships more easily than concept maps (Crampe et al., 2006). Ontology, on the other hand, stress more on the hierarchical relationship of concepts in a domain, but with the non-consanguineous relationship among concepts implicitly specified in the slots. Knowledge maps, however, stress explicitly more on the general relationships among domain concepts. Knowledge maps can be either strategic or tactical, depending upon the need and intent (Thomas, 2009). Knowledge maps have six key advantages. They can help in the following ways (Thomas, 2009):

- To find key sources, opportunities and constraints to knowledge creation and flows.
- To encourage re-use and prevent re-invention, saving search time and acquisition costs.
- To highlight islands of expertise and suggest ways to build bridges to increase knowledge sharing and exchange.
- To discover effective and emergent communities of practice where informal learning is happening.
- To reduce the burden on experts by helping staff to find critical solutions & information quickly.
- To improve user response, decision making and problem solving by providing access to applicable information, internal and external experts.

The variety of the knowledge map linking systems, which specify the properties of the relationship among concepts, allow for the use of knowledge map in a variety of content areas such as statistics, human physiology, science, math and psychology (Lambiotte, Dansereau, Cross, & Reynolds, 1989; McCagg & Dansereau, 1991). It is also widely used in the education field (Kuo, Lien, Chang, & Heh, 2004; O’Donnell et al., 2002; Shaw, 2010). Initial evaluations on the usage of knowledge maps as navigational guides in web-based
environments are promising (Hall, Balestra, & Davis, 2000). Such guides are designed to reflect various knowledge prototypes (Lambiotte et al., 1989). McCagg and Dansereau (1991) point out three main categories of links that can be used in knowledge maps: dynamic links that denote a changing relationship between the linked ideas (e.g., a cause and effect relationship); static links that describe structural relationships between ideas, and elaborative links that extend information. With such richness of link categories, knowledge maps can be used in diverse applications, showing the various nodes and links on the screens in accordance with the purpose of the applications, and can be transferred, either directly or by analogy, from one domain to another.

2.3. Test item categorization

With rapid advancement of information and the Internet technologies, the use of computerized assessments is growing popular in a quick pace. Teachers can now create assessments or exercises using electronic form test items, collected from many sources such as peer teachers, students, schools, textbooks or educational publishing companies. Collected test items are usually put into different item resources without being categorized by topics, or by concepts. When the volume of resources becomes very large, the number of test item combinations increases exponentially, and the item selection process for teachers becomes more time consuming and tedious (El-Alfy & Abdel-Aal, 2008). Moreover, when test items are periodically collected, at each exam or from year to year, test items become grouped by the time rather than by their context (Nuntiyagul et al., 2008). However, teachers always want to retrieve test items according to the categories, not to time, to be in accordance with the curriculum or assessment range. Test items have to be organized and categorized, so that they can be retrieved by subject content, before they can be used effectively (Nuntiyagul et al., 2008). Some information categorization techniques are better at managing test items systematically and automatically, allowing items to be efficiently reused and retrieved (Li & Roth, 2002; Zhang & Lee, 2003). With the recent successes in e-learning and advances in the machine learning techniques, such as information extraction (IE) and natural language processing, efficient automatic test item categorization has become available (Song et al., in press).

Natural language processing technique can be used effectively in language-based domains, such as dialogue systems, speech recognition, informational retrieval and knowledge representation (Alshawi, 1992). As Huang proposes, text categorization involves looking for patterns in natural language text and may be defined as the process of analyzing text to extract information (Hwang, Chu, et al., 2008; Hwang, Tseng, et al., 2008). Some studies have cited keyword extraction as a way to classify text; keywords are usually used for representing key topics included in a research article and are useful for researchers to locate documents of interest (Barki, Rivard, & Talbot, 1993). Luhn (1999) suggests that the occurrence frequency of a word is a useful measurement of word significance. Early classification method often adopts statistics calculations on extracted keywords, then followed up with some of the text categorization techniques that focus on machine learning to construct a classifier and use it to categorize new documents, such as Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF), vector space model (VSM). These techniques are to explore the importance of keywords in documents. For example, the design of the TF-IDF weight means the importance increases proportionally to the number of times a word appears in the document but is offset by the frequency of the word in the corpus (Salton & McGill, 1983). The vector space model is that various information retrieval objects are modeled as elements of a vector space. Specifically, terms, documents, queries, concepts, and so on are all vectors in the vector space. The VSM is used to handle multiclass categorization by calculating and comparing the distances between terms. The VSM can also be used to acquire similarities through applications, such as training or making lexical share characteristics with tasks such as information extraction, knowledge extraction from texts and text mining (Basili & Pazienza, 1997; Knight, 1999). Due to the rapid growth of electronic testing items which are mainly text-based shapes, this study makes use of a text categorization technique, which is able to handle specific characteristics of textual data, to help teachers categorize test items automatically and more efficiently.

3. System overview

This study proposes a novel approach, which uses knowledge map with appraisal of concept weights and other ICTs, and implements an assessment system KMAAS to help primary school teachers in Taiwan, or elsewhere, create educational assessments properly. Besides knowledge maps, KMAAS combines natural language processing and machine learning technologies for concept knowledge extraction and test item classification. This section details the system's architecture and its implementation.

3.1. System architecture

The architecture of KMAAS is depicted in Fig. 1, which has six major functional modules, including the item and course material preprocessing, the concept extraction, the concept relation computation, the concept weights computation, the item retrieval processing, and the knowledge map generation modules. The details of each module are described as follows.

1. Item and course material preprocessing module: This module is responsible for performing sentence segmentation and determining morphological features of test items and course materials. In general, specific text preprocessing is required before automated concept extraction and item categorization can be performed. Chinese sentences are characterized by the absence of delimiters to mark word boundaries like those found in English sentences. Chinese sentence segmentation is thus essential for most language processing systems that utilize techniques originally developed for the English language (Wang, Chang, & Li, 2008). This study employs the CKIP technology (Chen & Ma, 2002; Ma & Chen, 2003) to perform sentence segmentation and text tagging. This technology automatically locates various Chinese keywords in sentences of test items or course materials and tags them with appropriate morphological feature tags; the module selects among them important concept terms and filters out superfluous keywords so that key concept candidate terms can be identified and sent to the next module.

2. Learning concept extraction module: This module allows teachers to browse and select course concept vocabularies from the concepts repository produced in the preprocessing stage. Teachers can add or modify concept vocabulary, producing a list of important keywords that are then defined as the vocabularies of the course learning concepts. The module uses one of the training datasets to construct a concept extraction model, which is then employed to extract concept vocabularies accurately from test items and course materials.
(3) Concept relation computation module: This module calculates the relationship strength between the concepts extracted from test items and course materials, so that teachers can clearly see the distribution of concepts and the interdependent among these concepts. Formula (1) refers to TF-IDF and calculates the relation between two concepts.

\[
RS(\text{Concept}_1, \text{Concept}_2) = \frac{\text{Frequency}}{\text{AVG(Distance)}}
\]

where \(RS(\text{Concept}_1, \text{Concept}_2)\) is the degree of correlation between concept1 and concept2. The Frequency is the number of times that concept1 and concept2 appeared in the same sentence in the course materials. The Distance between two concepts is measured by the distance between their representing keywords as they appear in the same sentence and \(\text{AVG(Distance)}\) is the average distance between two keywords, i.e. summation of the distances divided by the number of times the two keywords appear in the same sentence (Johnson & Wichern, 2002). The higher the RS value is, the stronger the relationship is. A concept relation database is managed by this module.

(4) Concept weight computation module: This module computes the weight of each concept in the concept repository to represent their relative importance in the course material. An algorithm called RSISF (Relation Strength Inverse Sentence Frequency) is proposed for the concept weight conversion. In short, it converses the summation of the relationship strengths a concept has to other concepts into the weight of the concept. Formula (2) realizes RSISF and works as follows.

\[
\text{Concept Weight} = \sum_{i=0}^{n} \frac{RS_i}{\log \left( \frac{N}{n} \right)}
\]

- \(RS_i\): the relationship strength between two concepts stored in the concept relation database, as calculated by Formula (1).
- \(N\): the total number of sentences in the course materials.
- \(n\): the total number of sentences in which the concept appears together with others in the course materials.

The higher the concept weight is, the more important the learning concept is in the course material. The results of the computations are stored in a concept weight database. In KMAAS, teachers can manually select different versions of course materials on a same topic and combine them for computations to increase the precision of concept weights.

(5) Item retrieval process module: This module helps teachers with the selection of appropriate test items from the item bank and assists them in compiling a test sheet. All collected items follow the concept classification and are stored in the item bank. The weights and relationships of the concepts in the specified course range for assessment are displayed in their strength order for teachers’ reference. When a teacher chooses a concept, the associated test items are retrieved and displayed in the order of their importance, which is based on the criteria such as the number of course concepts an item has, concept strength summation the item has, and how many times this test item has been used.

(6) Knowledge map generation module: This module generates graphical knowledge maps that display relationships and concept nodes using Graphviz technology (Low, 2004). Concepts identified by the learning concept extraction module from the course materials of the specified assessment range are used to generate an annotated knowledge map, with concept weights and link strengths both coming from the concept relation database and the concept weight database. The map concretizes and visualizes the importance of these concepts and their relationships’ strengths. This module also analyzes the test sheet which is being currently complied by a teacher with
test items selected from the item bank or created on site and displays another similar real-time updated knowledge map to show the balance among course concepts in the test items. This map depicts the overall structure of all the relevant concepts in the test sheet to assist the teacher in developing a comprehensive understanding of the concepts’ distribution among test items and in making decisions about item selections and creations.

3.2. System implementation

The operational Knowledge Map Assisted Assessment System, the KMAAS, can help teachers select test items that effectively assess teaching objectives of a course and avoid inappropriate distribution of test items and concepts. Cross-referencing the real-time generated knowledge maps, teachers can analyze and adjust, according to the course concept weights and relation strengths, the configuration proportion of test items in a test sheet.

KMAAS is now being evaluated using the fifth- and sixth-grade “natural science and life technology” curriculum materials in Taiwan and the item bank is initially fed with over 830 related test items. Teachers register for accounts and passwords and the system provided space for teachers to manage and store their created test items and test sheets. Teachers could perform operations using five major interfaces, including item input interface, course materials input interface, data review interface, item selection guide interface, and relevant records interface. Teachers may upload a test sheet with the test items put into the item bank and, in the mean time, receive a concepts distribution analysis knowledge map. Alternatively, teachers could create a new test sheet, using any test items from the item bank, which are in accordance with their testing need and teaching objectives. Either way, a real-time updated knowledge map will always be display for their reference.

Fig. 2 shows the item input interface. In this interface, teachers could add, delete and review electronic test sheets and upload test items in them to the item bank. Teachers hit the “Add a new test sheet” button to add a new text-based test sheet file, fill in the relevant information about the test sheet, and save the file. The system then conduct an analysis on the sheet by, such as CKIP processing, morphological features checking, and automatic concept classifying, on the test item sentences. A knowledge map is displayed afterwards showing the result of the analysis. An example is shown as the lower right corner in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 shows the course materials input interface, through which teachers add course curriculum materials into KMAAS to facilitate concept extraction from these course materials. The system uses CKIP technique to mark the morphological features of the course materials, removes redundant contents, and extracts candidate concepts from these materials. The data review interface can then be used to help improve the accuracy of automatic concept extractions. Although the system could extract concept vocabularies fully automatically, teachers might want to see how effective the system is in extracting appropriate concept vocabularies from textbooks or from any course materials. When inappropriate concept vocabularies do appear, teachers can manually filter out irrelevant or superfluous ones. This practice ensures the extracted concept keywords are more accurate with each use of the system later. The result is then put into the concept extraction training model for further processing.

Fig. 4 shows the item selection guide interface, through which teachers choose one or more electronic test sheets for final analysis. Teachers could choose students’ grade level and then select desired electronic test items with their assessment aims in mind. They can use this interface to see the overview of concept weights and concept relationships for an archived or just compiled test sheet by generating a corresponding knowledge map. The ranking of concept weights and their relationships corresponds to their importance in the course...
material. Fig. 5 shows the appraisal of concept weights and their relationships of a knowledge map example on a primary school course on levers. It is created from the combination of three related test sheets after the systematic analysis and shows the whole picture of the core concepts distributions, with regard to the concept trends in terms of distributive test items about the specific subject domain “levers”. When teachers click on a concept in the concept list column of the item selection guide interface, all the test items related to this concept would be displayed in the order of their importance, which is based on the criteria such as the number of course concepts an test item has, the concept strength summation the test item has, and how many times this test item has been used before, as shown in an example in Fig. 6. Teachers could select test items from this list in accordance with their assessment objectives. After test items selection is done, teachers could export these items into a test sheet text file, which consists of the selected items and the proportion of each concept, as shown in Fig. 7. They could also transfer the file into an assessment portfolio and save it in the test sheet bank for sharing with other teachers.

4. Evaluation

To make KMAAS more convenient for teachers, it is designed to operate on a personal computer or a notebook, available in most educational settings, and does not require any special CPU configuration. The evaluations conducted are to investigate, in addition to its
usability and appealing, how to improve KMAAS in order to make assessment compilations more effective and more efficient. The method of formative evaluation is successful in that it has resulted in an improved quality of the system. The method, typically involving a small group of users or participants in the project, has been extremely useful in producing modules which are suitable for their target audience, are easy to use, and are instructive. It is also relatively easy for developers to modify the modules according to the recommendations of the evaluators (Phelps & Reynolds, 1999). Using such a method, six elementary school teachers who actually teach a physics course on “levers and forces” in Taiwan were invited to use and evaluate KMAAS. System performance was evaluated in terms of user satisfaction and extraction accuracy. The teachers reported on the usefulness and usability of the system in a Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) questionnaire by providing written feedbacks about their satisfaction in using the system. These evaluations are discussed in the follows. For the extraction accuracy evaluation, standard performance measures, precision and recall, were examined by comparing the concepts and their rankings as extracted and obtained by the system to those obtained by participating teachers, with special focus on whether the concept importance ranking provided by the system are similar to that of by the teachers. The precision and recall measures are defined as that shown in Formula (3).

$$\text{Precision} (p) = \frac{B}{B + C};$$
$$\text{Recall} (r) = \frac{B}{A + B}$$

(3)

where $A$ is the concept selected by teachers, $C$ is the concept selected by KMAAS, $B$ is the intersection of $A$ and $B$.

Fifteen most important concepts of the “levers and forces” course automatically extracted by the system were compared to the 15–20 concepts considered important by teachers. Eleven concepts were common to both lists, and each concept in the list generated by KMAAS was picked an average of 4.27 times from a total of 6 teacher lists. The average precision is 0.733, with the highest being 0.865 and the lowest being 0.61. This result demonstrates that the comparison between automatic system extraction and teachers selection reaches up to 73% consistency.

Numerous researches have shown that ICT technology can enhance and transform teaching and learning in educational environments. Recently, increasing attention has also been paid to understanding what drives teacher’s usage of technology. In addition, the pivotal role that teachers play in ensuring effective integration of technology in education has been acknowledged (Teo, Lee, Chai, & Wong, 2009). For this reason, first of the evaluations of this study is set to examine teachers’ satisfaction with the KMAAS. The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) is a robust and widely-used framework for assessing users’ satisfaction with some technology (King & He, 2006; Venkatesh & Davis, 2000). The questionnaire used in this study is based on the TAM model and responses are collected using five-point Likert scales. Six teachers were invited to complete a questionnaire eliciting information concerning attitudes and responses; the results are shown in appendix A. The findings show that the mean score for most of the items is greater than 4, except for 10th and 15th items. Four of the teachers mentioned the disfluency of the interfaces, but suggested that their problems could be overcome by reading the manual or using the system more frequently. The results are overall very positive. After completing the questionnaire, teachers were interviewed for about 30 min on their views on using the system. Some examples of the feedbacks are as follows:

This system is very novel, I can use it to analyze my post test sheets and get some important information to help me to comprehend or regulate my ideas on the assessment work (teacher B).

This system assists me in composing a proper test sheet, in addition to helping me select test items, I could see the concept distribution percentage by the knowledge maps helping (teacher F).
Furthermore, several comments in the interviews regarding the presentation of user interface and knowledge map are as follows:

Although the interfaces seem to be a little bit rough, they did not affect my operations, in contrast, I was looking forward to it helping my assessment works in the future (teacher A).

I thought that this system is very meaningful for teachers' assessment works, especially the knowledge map. I suggest that the concept node might attach color labels in next version as well (teacher C).

In the evaluations, in general, all teachers felt that the system, which provided them with knowledge maps and weight appraisal of concepts, was very novel; they reported favorably on the value of the system for assisting with their assessment works. The knowledge maps, by aggregating the concepts and presenting the whole assessment structure, enable teachers to make inferences and to reflect on test items and allowing them to make good decision on item selection.
4.1. Limitations of the paper

The evaluation objective set for this study is to let participants use KMAAS for their actual assessment works when teaching 5th and 6th grades primary school “natural science and life technology” courses in order to get more precise feedbacks. Owing to the short overlap period between the semester and the evaluation, the first limitation of this paper so far concerns the amount of time that the teachers spent on using the system. Teachers have busy work days, and could not spend too much of their time for evaluations; they were pleaded to use the system as much as possible within the period of the evaluation. The second limitation is the number of participants because the evaluation wanted to invite teachers with actual experience in teaching targeted courses, which in this case is the “levers and forces” courses, and it was not easy to fulfill the criterion. So a small number of participants who participated in this study does not meet this basic conditions for statistical analysis, which may possibly affects the results of the questionnaire analysis. The final limitation concerns the interface design which was then preliminary and rough. However, the result of this research has the undeniable merit of offering valuable insights into this fast growing ICT-based educational assessment domain, and some of the limits may be offset by the use of TAM based questionnaire for evaluation surveys.

5. Conclusion and further investigation

This study proposes a novel methodology that harnesses knowledge maps with weight appraisal of concepts and concept relationships and builds an assessment system for assisting primary school teachers in creating assessments. KMAAS enables teachers to analyze and reorganize their collection of test sheets and test items, and provides conceptually-organized methods for retrieving test items. It does so by performing learning concept extractions and automatic classifications on each collected test item to establish the associations between concepts and test items. When compiling a test sheet, teachers may refer to an automatically-constructed knowledge map presenting the importance of course concepts and interrelationship among course concepts and test items. This map helps teachers to understand and evaluate test item distributions according to the weight appraisal of concepts. It also serves as a useful blueprint for assisting teachers as they design various assessment projects. Moreover, teachers can use KMAAS to create and manage their own assessment e-portfolios and to share them with each other via the network. For the evaluation of KMAAS, evaluation have been carried out in terms of the accuracy of learning concepts extraction by KMAAS and user satisfaction, measured by a questionnaire given to teachers who tested the system. The results promise that KMAAS has a high potential and high practical value for succeeding in ICT-based educational assessment domain, and can definitely help teacher with their assessment creation works.

Although KMAAS was proved successfully in a science course subject with its related items or assessments, it is not necessarily that KMAAS is confined to such a limited domain. The methodology and technologies KMAAS employed are all well developed and indeed perform automatically with very few human intervention. For other subject course material, test items, and test sheets, using KMAAS would require no further labor work than download/upload and creating files. In the near future, we will extend the depth and breadth of the KMAAS in several technical ways, such as increasing the volume for test items, covering diverse course materials to cater for different teachers’ requirements, providing information about test item difficulty and discrimination, and presenting a two-way specification table to assist teachers in selecting test items. Improving the user interface to make the system more appealing to teachers is also an urgent work. The techniques used and reviewed in this paper are mainly based on knowledge maps and computer-assisted assessment. In the future, other techniques may be investigated to further improve the effectiveness of using KMAAS by improving the formulae of calculating concept weights and relationship strengths and by considering the accumulated teachers assessment knowledge.

Appendix A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usefulness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Using the KMAAS improves my educational assessment work performance.</td>
<td>4.333</td>
<td>0.51640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Using the KMAAS increases my making educational assessment productivity.</td>
<td>4.333</td>
<td>0.51640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Using the KMAAS enhances my effectiveness in my assessment work.</td>
<td>4.333</td>
<td>0.51640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. I find the KMAAS to be useful in my assessment work.</td>
<td>4.333</td>
<td>0.51640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Using the KMAAS would make my assessment work easier.</td>
<td>4.0000</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Using the KMAAS would enable me to make assessment quickly.</td>
<td>4.0000</td>
<td>0.03246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. It would be easy for me to become skillful at using the KMAAS.</td>
<td>4.1667</td>
<td>0.75277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. My interaction with the KMAAS is clear and understandable.</td>
<td>4.0000</td>
<td>0.89443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. I believe that it is easy to get the KMAAS to do what I want it to do.</td>
<td>4.1667</td>
<td>0.40825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Interacting with the KMAAS does not require a lot of my mental effort.</td>
<td>3.8333</td>
<td>0.40825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Overall, I find the KMAAS to be easy to use.</td>
<td>4.3333</td>
<td>0.51640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological complexity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. I like using the KMAAS.</td>
<td>4.1667</td>
<td>0.40825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. The KMAAS is fun to use.</td>
<td>4.1667</td>
<td>0.40825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. The KMAAS provides an attractive working environment.</td>
<td>4.0000</td>
<td>0.03246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Learning to use the KMAAS takes up too much of my time.</td>
<td>3.8333</td>
<td>0.40825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Using the KMAAS involves too much time.</td>
<td>4.0000</td>
<td>0.03246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. It takes too long to learn how to use the KMAAS.</td>
<td>4.0000</td>
<td>0.03246</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued on next page)
Appendix (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concentration 18. I was absorbed intensely in the educational assessment activity.</td>
<td>4.3333</td>
<td>0.81650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. My attention was focused on the educational assessment activity.</td>
<td>4.1667</td>
<td>0.75277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. I was deeply engrossed in the educational assessment activity.</td>
<td>4.04825</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage intentions 21. Assuming I have access to the KMAAS, I intend to use it.</td>
<td>4.5000</td>
<td>0.54772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Given that I have access to the KMAAS, I plan to use it.</td>
<td>4.5000</td>
<td>0.54772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. I intend to increase my use of the KMAAS in the future.</td>
<td>4.5000</td>
<td>0.54772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. It is worth to use the KMAAS.</td>
<td>4.5000</td>
<td>0.54772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. I will frequently use the KMAAS in the future.</td>
<td>4.3333</td>
<td>0.51640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 6.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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